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ABSTRACT 

The situation, when a truck and a bicycle meet each other in traffic, can result into several types of events, 

from smooth encountering events to fatal accidents. Truck-cycle accidents, both fatal and non-fatal, are rare, 

nevertheless, twenty percent of Norwegian cyclists’ fatalities recorded by the police between 2000-2014 

were the result of truck-cycle accidents. That share is one of the highest among European states. Most of 

these accidents occurred in urban areas. With the expected increase of cycle and truck volumes, it is 

therefore important to understand the factors that influence the risk for cyclists and truck drivers in their 

mutual interactions within urban environment.  

The aim of this research is to identify the truck-bicycle risk factors related to infrastructure layout and 

urban/transport planning. Due to the complex nature of the road transport system, and low numbers of 

accidents recorded, the parallel usage of several analysis methods is appropriate for analysing safety 

between trucks and cyclists. Thus, the following methods have been (or will be) applied within this project: 

 Accidents analysis – statistical analysis of accident database; detailed analysis of fatal accidents 

 Questionnaire/interviews – target groups: cyclists; truck drivers; managers of companies using 

trucks; managers of construction sites and transport/urban planners in Oslo and Trondheim 

 Observation – short time observations of behaviour in traffic in Oslo and Trondheim 

 Conflicts analysis – long term analysis of conflicts on potentially risk sites in Trondheim 

 

During the presentation, the methodologies used in the PhD project will be described in more detail, together 

with advantages and disadvantages of the methods. Preliminary results from the accident analysis and road 

users’ surveys will also be presented.  

 


